
 

35% December Bonus. 

 

Qualification conditions: 

- Invested in our KBC ICO BEFORE 15th of June 2018. 

- Coins should have been kept intact ( no OUT transactions ) in the wallet until 24th of 

December, 2018 

Claim the bonus: 

In order to have the bonus paid, all investors need to claim for it. The feature will be available on 

www.karatbit.com/bonus  

STEP 1: Login or register on www.karatbit.com 

STEP 2: Click “Claim your bonus now” on the home page. 

STEP 3: Enter the KBC wallet PUBLIC Address ( NOT PRIVATE KEY ) in the field. Click NEXT. 

Step 4: Send 1 KBC from the claimed address to the address displayed on your screen. In this 

way, the claimed wallet is proven to be yours. 

STEP 5: Check “I have sent 1KBC to the above address” and click NEXT. 

STEP 6: The message “Thank you! We will check your claim. If you are eligible you will receive 

your 35% bonus until 24th December.” Should be displayed on your screen. 

Paid in Gold: 

Bonus payment in gold refers to the company willing to deliver even more than promised: This 

way, the customer is allowed to choose if the bonus should be paid in KBC / KCB / Gold. 

How it works: 

1. At the moment the bonus is given, all qualified wallets will be calculated the 35% bonus for 

an exchange rate of 1KBC = 0.0135$. 

2. All qualified wallets will be awarded the BONUS value in GOLD UNIVAL in their KARATBIT 

account. 

3. The GOLD UNIVAL can be claimed in physical gold or exchanged FREE OF COMMISSION for a 

fixed price to  

 

KBC ( 1 KBC = 0.0135 $ )  

KCB ( 1 KCB = 0.14$ + ALL ICO active bonus ) 

 

Please note: 

All transactions over the ETH network request gas ( the transaction tax ). Usually, the transferred 

amount doesn't matter as on blockchains, transaction costs refer to transaction, not to the amount. All 

ERC20 transactions go usually with fees between 0.07$ to 0.15$ worth of ETH as of today's ETH price. This 

means the sender’s wallet should have at least 0.001 ETH balance for feeding the gas. 

 

http://www.karatbit.com/bonus

